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Abstract— Deferent  protective relays that makes use of negative sequence current magnitude as well as phase 

difference between the primary and secondary side of the transformer are used for protection purpose. By 

making use of the information obtained from this data it becomes possible to detect turn-to-turn fault in 

transformers. However, this method involves the use of current based data for fault detection which becomes 

insensitive when no current flows through any one of the windings of the transformer. Such situation occurs 

during transformer energization during which current flows only in primary winding and no current-flow is 

observed in the secondary winding. Thus, the current based algorithm has some limitations and hence the 

proposed method can unambiguously detect interturn faults even down to two shorted turns along the winding. 

The method is not influenced by the supply and load harmonics even under heavily distorted conditions. The 

performance of the proposed technique was studied for a variety of operating conditions using data generated by 

simulations on a finite element model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Symmetrical components are used to analyze 

faults in three phase systems. Positive phase 

sequence system can be defined as the system 

in which the phase or line currents or voltages 

attain a maximum cyclic value in the same 

order that is been observed in normal supply. 

In other words, a balance system 

corresponding to normal conditions contains 

only positive phase sequence. Negative phase 

sequence is defined as the system in which the 

values of currents or voltages reaches 

maximum in reverse order. Such condition is 

observed only during abnormal or faulty 

conditions. Hence, negative phase sequence 

components are used for fault analysis in 

power systems. Whenever a fault occurs in 

transformer it creates unbalanced conditions 

which gives rise to negative sequence 

components. A negative phase sequence relay 

is provided for transformers to protect it 

against faulty conditions that arises due to 

turn-to-turn faults. Such type of digital relays 

are programmed to respond only to negative 

sequence components. Microprocessor based 

digital relays are widely used which provides 

fast, accurate and reliable operation. They can 

be easily programmed to achieve desired 

results to operate and ensure protection of the 

system during faulty conditions. Also, 

compactness of digital relays and ability to 

perform several other functions such as 

measurement and monitoring makes them 

more popular. Digital relays are also very 

sensitive in fault detection and further 

operation. In fault analysis of a system, 

generally currents are measured in symmetrical 

components. However, sometimes it is 

necessary to measure voltages as well because 

all the faults occurring in the system are not 

current-based faults. Some of them are 

voltage-based and hence it becomes necessary 

to measure and know the voltage magnitude 

along with the phase difference to measure 

turn-to-turn fault in transformers.[27] Hence, it 

becomes necessary to program the digital 

relays to measure voltages along with the 

currents to detect and diagnose the faulty 

conditions occurring in the system. Prior to 

digital relays, electro-mechanical relays were 

used for fault detection in power systems. 

Thereafter, static relays came into use. Such 

types of relays are bulky in size and also there 

operating time is greater that is they operate 
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slowly as compared to digital relays. Hence, 

digital relays are a solution to replace the 

conventional electromagnetic relays as they 

provide better operation thus increasing safety 

conditions of the power system components 

such as transformers, motors, generators, 

busbars and the substation and transmission 

and distribution lines. In this paper digital 

relays are programmed to compute the 

negative-sequence current on both primary and 

secondary sides of the transformer along with 

the phase difference between these two 

negative-sequence currents. By using data 

obtained from phase and magnitude 

measurement, negative-sequence current can 

be used to detect minor turn-to-turn faults in 

the transformer. Turn-toturn faults are also 

observed even if no current is flowing on one 

side of the transformer, for example during 

energization. When no current flows through 

the secondary windings of the transformer, 

negative-sequence digital relay based on 

currents measurements algorithms fails to 

operate. Hence, it becomes necessary to design 

a relay prototype, that can measure both 

negative-sequence current as well as negative-

sequence voltage, which retains the sensitivity 

of relay during conditions of energization. 

During energization, the transformer's 

secondary breaker is open. Inrush current 

flows on the primary side of the transformer 

while no current flows on the secondary side 

of the transformer. Therefore, the phase 

information of the negative-sequence current 

on the secondary side of the transformer is not 

useful during energization.  

2. Introduction to the new transformer 

protection method 

The nearness of negative succession flows past 

the ordinary or mediocre unbalances is the proof 

of event of issue in the force transformer 

windings. Negative grouping current doesn't 

exist during the balanced three stage deficiency. 

Negative grouping part exist during 

unsymmetrical blames long enough for the 

proposer activity of the transfer.  

The examination about the hypothesis of even 

part says that:  

1. Negative grouping flows can circulate 

through the negative succession arrange.  

2. The wellspring of negative grouping flows at 

the purpose of the flaw is:  

3. Negative grouping flows comply with 

Kirchhoff's current.  

The resulting subsections clarify the heading of 

negative arrangement current for the outside 

and inner shortcoming in power transformer.  

2.1 Flow of negative grouping flows during 

power transformer outer shortcoming  

At the point when the deficiency happens 

outside the force transformer, at that point the 

wellspring of the negative arrangement 

shortcoming flows will be outside of the 

ensured zone of intensity transformer as 

uncovered in Fig. 3.1.When outer deficiency 

happens, negative arrangement current (INS_S) 

will go into the sound force transformer 

structure broken side and negative succession 

current (INS_L) will leave to another side as 

appeared in Fig.1. At that point, both the 

arrangement segment (INS_S and INS_L)are in 

stage resistance with the stage move of180º. 

CTS CTL

Transformer

Negative sequence 

current based relay

ZNS_S

INS_S’ INS_S INS_L

ENS

INS_S’ INS_S

Load

 

Fig.1: Negative sequence current flow during 

external fault in power transformer 

In Fig.1:  

ZNS_S - the negative sequence 

impedance of equivalent source S,  

ENS- imaginary negative sequence 

source,  

INS_S, INS_L–power transformer’s source and 

load side negative sequence current 

components,  

INS_S’- the negative sequence current 

component transformed from the fault side to 

theother side of transformer,  

2.2 Flow of the negative sequence currents 

during transformer internal fault 

At the point when a flaw happens inside the 

force transformer, at that point the fanciful 

positive arrangement source will be inside the 

ensured zone as appeared in Figure 3.2. The 

heading of negative succession current parts 

(INS_S and INS_L) will be inverse as appeared 

in Fig. 3.2. At that point negative arrangement 

current parts on the individual sides of the force 

transformer will have a similar bearing 
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henceforth the stage move between these two 

phasors is equivalent to 0º. 

CTS CTL

Transformer

Negative sequence 

current based relay

ZNS_S
INS_S

INS_L

ENS

INS_S INS_L

Load

 

Fig. 2: Negative sequence current flow during 

internal fault in power transformer 

3. PROPOSED NEGATIVE SEQUENCE CURRENT 

BASED PROTECTION ALGORITHM 

The proposed methodology relies upon the 

negative game plan sections of the both source 

and weight sides of the power transformer. The 

action of the proposed count relies upon the 

general circumstance of the negative game plan 

current phasors of source and weight side 

streams. By the day's end, this security 

computation will dissect the stage move 

between the source side negative progression 

current and the load side negative plan current.  

Regardless, the assessment between the 

negative progression streams of the source and 

weight side of the power transformer is 

significant for zero phase removing power 

transformers having unit turns extent. So to 

speak, the assessment is generous for the Δ-Δ or 

Y-Y related force transformer having unit turn 

extent. In case the stage migration of the power 

transformer isn't equal to zero and having turn 

extent other than solidarity than it requires pay 

for organize expulsion and turn extent. 

Compensation is required to set the base get 

regard. The Δ-Y relationship of three phase 

power transformers shows a 30o stage move 

between the source and store of force 

transformer. A 30o stage move between the 

source and weight side of the power transformer 

can be compensated by the most ideal 

relationship of current transformer. The correct 

selection of CTs extent gives pay of current 

enormity which is cause by turn extent of power 

transformer.  

The stream diagram for the proposed count is 

showed up in Fig. 3 and explained underneath.  

As saw from the Fig. 3, in introductory advance 

of the proposed count, current evaluated 

structure the source and weight side CTs is dealt 

with for Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). In 

the accompanying stage, simply negative 

progression current pieces of FFT have been 

considered for the further examination. In the 

further stage, if the negative gathering current 

of source and weight side gets more 

unmistakable than the base get regard, it is 

perceived as bizarre condition, for instance, 

outside lack, polarizing inrush and inside 

deficiency condition. After that for the 

distinguishing proof of type on oddity, arrange 

move among source and weight side negative 

gathering current have been evaluated. In case 

the stage move ends up being not as much as 

point of confinement (TPh), unordinary 

condition is perceived as inside defect 

condition. In case arrange move is progressively 

imperative that TPh, condition is perceived as 

ought not out of the ordinary condition of power 

transformer and the figuring starts estimation of 

current structure source and weight side CTs 

again to go over the technique.  

Measure Current form 

source side CTs

Measure Current form load 

side CTs

FFT of measured current FFT of measured current

Consider Negative sequence 

current (INS_S) and phase shift 

(INS_S_Ph)

Consider Negative sequence 

current (INS_L) and phase shift 

(INS_L_Ph)

If

INS_S> Ipick-up

If

INS_L> Ipick-up

Calculate the phase shift between 

INS_S_Ph and INS_L_Ph

Yes Yes

If

Phase shift<TPh

Trip

Yes

No No

Start

 

Fig. 3: Flow chart for the proposed algorithm 
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3.1  MODELLING OF POWER TRANSFORMER 

USING TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE 

PLATFORM 

The force framework utilized for the exhibition 

assessment has one source associated through 

the three stage power transformer and burden. 

Parameter of source is appeared in APPEXDIX-

A.A three stage transformer bank is comprised 

of three single stage power transformers of 

rating 33.3 MVA, 23/132 kV (see APPENDIX-

An) utilizing TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE 

stage. Tropical storm HIL SOFTWARE is the 

reproduction apparatus for examining power 

framework transient created by Manitoba 

HVDC Research Center [31]. The recreated 

force transformer model with source and burden 

is appeared in Fig. 4. The fitting CTs for source 

and burden side are of proportion 1/2000 and 

1/400 individually (see APPENDIX-A). 

 
Fig.0: Simulated power transformer model 

using TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE platform 

3.2  POWER TRANSFORMER MODEL FOR 

CREATING TURN TO TURN FAULT 

The flow of appealing movement into the 

transformer community is changed in a general 

sense considering the go to-turn inside lack. To 

make the alluring movement in the inside, the 

empowering current is required. The stimulating 

current streams in the source side bending to set 

up subbing movement in the appealing circuit. 

To exhibit a go to-turn imperfection, the 

relating winding is parceled into three sub twists 

named as 'a', 'b' and 'c' as showed up in Fig. 5 

[32] - [34]. The go to-turn weakness occurs in 

load side contorting of force transformer in this 

way it is apportioned in three sub-circles, for 

instance,  

1) Top part - sub twist 'a'.  

2) Shorted part - sub twist 'b'.  

3) The base part - sub twist 'c'.  

c

b

a

 
Fig.5: Representation of a single phase 

transformer for turn-to-turn fault source side 

winding 

Essentially, the short-circuit impedance which 

is mainly the leakage inductance will change 

according to the shorted part of winding. The 

distribution of inductance [L] for the single 

phase power transformer shown in Fig., is 

represented by 4×4 matrix given in (4.1). 
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(4.1) 

Where,L1- self-inductance in the source side 

winding,  

La, Lb, Lc- self-inductance of sub-coils 

‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’,  

M1a,M1b, M1c- mutual inductance 

between source side winding and sub-coils,  

Mab,Mac, Mbc- mutual inductance 

between sub-coils. 

Fig. shows the single phase multi winding 

transformer model which has the facility to 

create the turn-to-turn fault depending upon the 

above discussed principle.  

 

 
 

Fig.6:Single phase multi winding power 

transformer model to create turn-to-turn internal 

fault 
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Where,(A1-A2) and (B1-B2) are the sub-coils of 

the source side winding, 

 

(C1-C2) and (D1-D2)are the sub-coils 

of the load side winding. 

This multi winding transformer model has the 

facility to create internal fault either source side 

or load side of the power transformer. 

Input parameters of the power transformer are:  

1)structureoccurrence (Hz).  

2)evaluation of power transformer (MVA).  

3) Nominal voltage of each sub-coil.  

4)Seepage reactance between sub-coils.  

 

3.3  COMPONENTS USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM IN TYPHOON HIL 

SOFTWARE 

 

There are number of parts used for the 

evaluation of the proposed figuring which are 

available in the TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE 

library. Low down discussion about these parts 

is analyzed underneath.  

The underlying advance is to remove sizes of 

negative progression streams. To evacuate these 

degrees, the FFT square can be used which are 

open in library as showed up in Fig. 7. The FFT 

square has the workplace to choose the size of 

symphonious substance and contrasting stage 

purpose of the data signal as a segment of time. 

FFT square has the workplace to take one, a 

couple of commitments in a steady progression 

for the FFT examination whose yields are 

certain (Mag+), negative (Mag-), and zero 

(Mag0) gathering parts and positive (Ph+), 

negative (Ph-), and zero (Ph0) progression 

organize sections as showed up in Fig. 7. The 

FFT is a strategy of copying a sign by a 

sinusoid in order to choose its repeat fragments. 

First the data signal is analyzed before it is 

weakened into consonant substance. Fig. 7 (an) 

and (b) show the FFT square used to evacuate 

the negative game plan fragments structure 

source and weight side streams separately. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.7: FFT block for the measurement of 

magnitude and phase angle of negative 

sequence component of (a) source side and (b) 

load side currents 

In Fig.,  

INS_S- magnitude of the negative 

sequence current on source side of power 

transformer 

INS_L- magnitude of the negative 

sequence current on load side of power 

transformer 

INS_S_ph- phase angle of the negative sequence 

current on source side of power transformer,  

INS_L_ph- phase angle of the negative 

sequence current on the load side of power 

transformer. 

The base pick esteem has set to 10% to make it 

delicate. The source and burden side size of 

negative arrangement current is contrasted and 

get utilizing comparator dark accessible in 

TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE library. In the 

event that the greatness of current will be more 

noteworthy than get an incentive than yield of 

comparator will be high.  

To contrast sizes of negative grouping flows 

and a pre-set level, a comparator has been 

utilized. This segment thinks about two data 

sources. The yield from the comparator is a 

level yield which is gotten when one sign is 
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over the other sign. The correlation of source 

and burden side negative grouping flows with a 

get esteem utilizing the comparator are 

appeared in Fig. 8 (an) and (b) individually. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.8: Comparison of negative sequence 

currents with a pick-up value 

In the event that the yield of greatness 

comparator (Trip_S and Trip_L) is high than 

just a stage move correlation among source and 

burden side negative arrangement current will 

empower.  

Stage point correlation among source and 

burden side negative grouping flows phasors is 

appeared in Fig. 9 which separates divert to-

divert flaw from other unusual conditions.  

As observed from Fig. 9 that two 2 info 

selectors have been utilized in stage move 

correlation. The yield from the selector will be 

'An' or 'B' contingent upon the Ctrl esteem. In 

the event that the estimation of Ctrl is 1, at that 

point the yield of the selector 1 will be 

INS_S_Ph, and on the off chance that the 

estimation of Ctrl of the selector 2 is 1, at that 

point the yield will be INS_L_Ph. After that 

utilizing the Differencing Junctions obstruct, the 

contrast between these two stage move has been 

determined. On the off chance that the thing that 

matters is in the range between 0o-5o, at that 

point the comparator will give yield '1' as 

definite outing signal. 

 
Fig.9: Logic for the comparison of phase shift 

between source side and load side negative 

sequence currents 

3.4  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED 

ALGORITHM FOR TURN-TO-TURN INTERNAL 

FAULT 

This segment introduces the presentation 

assessment of the proposed calculation 

dependent on negative grouping current. The 

inward go to-turn issue has been made by 

shorting 1% to 10% of twisting to check the 

affectability of the proposed calculation. The 

investigation of results is talked about in 

ensuing subsections.  . 

3.4.1 Turn-to-turn fault in source side 

winding of power transformer 

Right now, Y associated power is utilized for 

the presentation assessment. Go to-turn inside 

shortcomings have been made at various level 

of source side winding. Fig. 12 shows the 

exhibition of the proposed calculation for the 

1% shorted turns. The inner deficiency happens 

at time t=0.25 sec and clears at time t=0.35 sec. 

Through and through in Fig. 12, the principal 

chart shows the negative arrangement current 

parts for source and burden side current. Second 

diagram shows the outing order gave by the 

greatness comparator which empowers the stage 

move comparator. The third chart shows the 

stage heavenly attendant of both source and 

burden side negative grouping current part. As 

observed from the third chart that during the 

inward flaw condition stage move turns out to 

be roughly equivalent to zero degree. Base chart 

shows that last excursion signal turns out to be 

high during interior shortcoming condition. 

Likewise, Fig. 11 to Fig. 15 show the 

presentation of proposed calculation for 2%, 

4%, 5%, 8% and 10% shorted turns 

individually. It uncovers structure the figures 

that proposed calculation can distinguish all 

conceivable gentle between turn issues. 

3.4.2 Turn-to-turn fault in load side winding of 

power transformer 

Like the interior shortcoming happened in 

source side winding, inward issue have been 

made in load side twisting of intensity 

transformer for the length of 0.1 sec from time 

t=0.25 sec to 0.35 sec. Fig. 16 shows the 

exhibition of the calculation for 1% of shorted 

winding. Inward flaw happens at time t=0.25 

sec for term of 0.1 sec. In Fig. 16 through and 

through, the top chart shows the negative 

grouping current of source and burden side. 
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Second chart shows the excursion signal gave 

by the extent comparator which empowers the 

stage move comparator calculation. The third 

diagram shows the stage edge of source and 

burden side negative grouping current and 

revels that stage point of both during go to-turn 

flaw are around equivalent. Henceforth the 

stage move between these turns out to be 

roughly equivalent to zero because of this last 

outing sign goes high as appeared in base 

diagram of Fig. 16. Essentially Fig. 17 to Fig. 

18 shows the presentation of calculation for 2%, 

4%, 5%, 8%, 10% and 15% shorted turns 

individually and uncovers that proposed 

calculation distinguishes all conceivable gentle 

interior blames effectively. 

 

 
Fig.10: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 1% of source side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.11: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 2% of source side winding shorted 

 

 

 
Fig.12: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 4% of source side winding shorted 
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Fig.13: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 5% of source side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.14: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 8% of source side winding shorted 

 
Fig.15: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 10% of source side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.16: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 1% of load side winding shorted 
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Fig17: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 2% of load side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.18: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 4% of load side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.19: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 5% of load side winding shorted 

 
Fig.20: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 8% of load side winding shorted 
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Fig.21: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 10% of load side winding shorted 

 

 
Fig.22: Performance of the proposed algorithm 

during 15% of load side winding shorted 

 

5.1  CONCLUSIONS 

Writing uncovers that minor go to-turn issue in 

power transformer is the significant issue for the 

assurance specialist to keep away from harm of 

intensity framework. Subsequently, the work 

done right now a security calculation for the 

location of go to-turn inward blame happened in 

power transformer. The proposed calculation 

depends on the negative succession current 

parts of source and burden side of intensity 

transformer. The flaw model of the force 

transformer has been created utilizing 

TYPHOON HIL SOFTWARE stage. 

Notwithstanding that model to distinguish 

inward flaw is likewise evolved utilizing 

segment accessible in TYPHOON HIL 

SOFTWARE library dependent on the proposed 

calculation. The proposed insurance calculation 

is assessed thinking about various number of 

shorted turns and see that calculation can 

recognize minor go to-turn interior flaw (1% 

shorted twisting) effectively. To check the 

dependability of the proposed calculation, its 

exhibition has likewise been checked for 

outside flaw and CT immersion during outer 

deficiency condition and it is discovered that 

proposed calculation is steady under these two 

conditions. Thus it has been presumed that the 

proposed calculation is exceptionally delicate 

for minor go to-turn blames and stable for other 

working conditions like outer issue, typical 

condition and CT immersion during outside 

flaw. 
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